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Protestors have been at the construction site of the 
now Cygnet Bank branch on N. Main for ovor a 
week concerning non-union hiring. Jim Jacobs. 
union steward, hat boon striking A A P on S  Main 
for three weeks 
Protestors and pickets 
descend on Main Street 
Lack of job security and the hiring of 
non-union workers have caused striking 
and protesting in the Bowling Green 
area this week. 
The A 4 P food store and the con- 
struction site for a Cygnet Savings 
Bank branch, both located on Main 
Street have been the two battlefields of 
the disputes 
The A & P strike, which has now- 
lasted more than three weeks, orig 
mated in the Toledo division, affecting 
nearly 40 stores The Bowling Green 
store is one of seven that has remained 
open since the beginning of the strike 
RICH SHOLL. a clerk who began 
working for A & P in January, said that 
the employees have been without a 
contract since March II. and nego 
tiations are still non-existent 
"Management told us we were like ,i 
pimple on an elephant's back, and that 
they didn't give a damn about us." said 
Sholl 
"There's no wage issue here, but 
we're just sick and tired of outside 
salesmen and rack jobbers i fill the 
racks with merchandise! taking away 
jobs which we feel the company owes 
its own employees.'' Sholl said 
"We object to companies being al- 
lowed to stock their own baby food, 
crackers, pop and other things, when 
we feel they will benefit in the long run 
with better customer service." he said 
"I think the strike has been ex- 
tremely successful, when you think that 
about 95 per cent of the college students 
have honored the picket line." Sholl 
said I hope the people will realize 
that the more they honor the picket 
line, the faster the strike will settle " 
ALTHOUGH MOST union workers 
feel that management is mainly inter 
ested in giving the workers a two-year 
instead of a one year contract, so they 
don t have to negotiate so often. Clay 
Reed, manager of the store, denies the 
charge 
They don't want the managers lo 
cash checks or make out orders or any 
thing   - just stand .is figureheads and 
let someone else do these things And 
that's the whole stumbling block 
there." Reed said "If we're not going 
to have any say in the business we re 
going to get out of it. and that's n 
Reed also disagreed with the union s 
statement that management had 
agreed lo their demands verbally hut 
wouldn't agree in writing "I don I 
ihink anyone agreed to their demands 
he said 
"I don't think you ever have ■< 
contract regardless of how good friends 
or what you might be unless it's in 
writing." said Reed Talking verbally 
means nothing to labor leaders or com 
panics " 
A lew miles up the road from the 
A&P. construction of the Howling 
Green branch of Cygnet Savings Hank 
has been picketed lor more Ih.in .i met 
by union workers from Local! 5(1 and 
1825 
NORMAN J. ROOD, president ol the 
bank, said he doesn't understand why 
they are picketing his small branch, 
when about 90 per cent of the apart 
mentl  and  commercial   buildings  in 
Howling  Green  were  all   built   with 
mostly non-union personnel 
We want our own people lo do the 
work We're a local business, and 
therefore we'll hire local people, and 1 
don't care if they're union or not." 
Rood said They can march up and 
down    until    the   bank   opens   and    I 
wouldn't care 
"Until they Started waving their 
signs, a lot of people didn't know where 
the bianch was locating So they re just 
giving us Iree publicity said Rood "If 
We're going to continue With free enter- 
prise in this country, we have lo let the 
Individual decide whether he wants to 
hire union labor or not 
Mel Wetmoyer, a picket at the bank 
construction site, said that manage- 
ment had refused to sit down and talk 
to them If he iRoodi can stand this 
type of advertising, that's up to him. 
s.mi vYetmoyer 
There are a lot ol union people that 
do business with Ins bank thai probably 
wont continue to." he said "Maybe he 
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Pass/no record grade studied 
for freshman English courses 
By Dong Hughes 
Stall Reporter 
A proposal to increase writing pro- 
ficiency by using a Pass No Record ap- 
proach to freshman Knglish has been 
approved by the University's Faculty 
Senate 
I'owever. a petition calling for re- 
view of the action has delayed decision 
on the proposal until the second week of 
fall quarter, when tenured and pro- 
bationary faculty will vote on the action 
of the Senate. 
Arguments for and against the 
English department's proposal have 
been accepted by an ad hoc review 
committee made up of three faculty 
members who are strongly for the 
action taken, and three strongly 
against 
Dr Beatrice Morton, coordinator of 
general studies and freshman English, 
had a great deal to do with submitting 
the proposal, which would start fall 
quarter for a one-year trial period if 
passed 
THE PROPOSAL, passed by a Iwo- 
to-one margin by the English depart- 
ment, would change the grading system 
of English HI and 112 to a system simi- 
lar to S U I'owever. instead of a "U" 
grade which suggests failure, the No- 
Record would keep any mark from 
appearing on the student's transcript. 
At the end of the quarter, evaluation 
to determine the Pass or No Record 
would be made by a large committee of 
the senior staff of the department 
Another change, if the proposal is 
passed, would give credit for English 
112 to those students who demonstrate 
an ability slightly above the pass level 
either op the basis of writing done on 
the first day of class or at the mid- 
term 
An ad hoc committee proposed by the 
General Studies Writing Committee 
would be appointed by the department 
chairman to evaluate the program and 
recommend its continuance or 
abandonment at the end of one year 
DR. MORTON said that lack of time 
was the reason the proposal did not go 
through the usual channel of the 
Academic Policies Committee. "We 
talked to the executive committee and 
they decided to put it directly before 
the Senate." she said. 
Rationale for the proposed change in- 
cludes eliminating "D" grades as certi- 
lying that the student has completed 
freshman English, increasing the 
number of students who can be offered 
two quarters of freshman English 
(which is currently one-quarter ol all 
entering treshman). and offering an 
alternative to the "F" grade which is 
now the only way to keep a student for 
more than two quarters of freshman 
English. 
"I feel that the main advantage is 
that students won't be penalized for not 
reaching the level of proficiency This 
is particularly important for those stu- 
dents with linguistic differences, and 
those from environments unexposed to 
standard English usage." said In Mor- 
ton 
"A large number of students are al- 
ready turned off by failing experiences 
in the secondary schools. This is due to 
the fact that those who start off behind 
are not put into the higher classes and 
therefore receive little additional help 
or attention, "she said 
"These types of barriers need to be 
removed, especially in English 111 An- 
other bad aspect that should be 
eliminated concerns the phony 
plagiarism so widespread in freshman 
English," she said "By doing the 
writing in class we can be sure we're 
evaluating the student's own work." 
OTHER    RATIONALE    for    the 
proposal includes overcoming an in- 
structor's unwillingness to give the 
grade "F" for fear of its damaging ef- 
fects, and eliminating the waste of con- 
ference time debating letter grades 
"Kids today aren't as concerned with 
grades, and if they are. it's because 
they've been taught to be The job of 
the instructor is to help people learn, 
not just to enable students to get a de- 
gree by piling up credits." said Dr. 
Morton. 
"The students must realize, however, 
that this puts a great burden on them. It 
means they can no longer turn in "D" 
work and reach the proficiency level 
Either they achieve the level, or 
they're just wasting their own time and 
money," she said 
Explaining the determination of the 
Pass/No Record grade. Dr. Morton 
pointed out that only in questionable 
cases will the committee review the 
student's work for a decision. She also 
said that in every case the student 
would be given the benefit of the doubt. 
"I REALIZE that we will still have a 
system where we must make evalua- 
tions." said Dr Morton, "but at least 
we'll be getting away from most of the 
categorization." 
Expressing optimism that the pro- 
posal will be accepted. Dr. Morton 
said. "Once I saw most of the argu- 
ments coming in were in favor of the 
proposal I was very happy that the 
faculty was voting on it. I feel very 
confident that once they understand the 
situation they will vote for it." 
Representing the opposing opinion, 
Dr William A Kirby, professor of 
mathematics, stated that he had 
several procedural and substantive ob- 
jections. 
' The two procedural objections 1 
have are that a good many senators 
didn't receive the proposal before the 
meeting, and that it didn't go through 
the normal channels." said Dr, Kirby 
"On the substantive level. I feel thai 
contrary to previous changes, this 
forces students in 111 and 112 to use 
that grading system." he said "I also 
don't like the 'No Record' idea meaning 
that there will be no entry on the stu 
dent's transcript." 
"I THINK most instructors would 
love to give all As' if they could, but 
it's just impractical." said Dr. Kirby 
He also argued that the determination 
of the student's grades shouldn't be 
based on the final exam 
i don't see how this will make a 
clear delineation between pass and fail. 
This is purely a conjectural matter, but 
as far as I can see. they won't be able lo 
make more than a subjective 
evaluation.' said Dr Kirby 
"As to the idea of the proposal. I feel 
that it hasn't been sufficiently thought 
out," he said "I don 1 Ihink there is 
any reason for the haste 
Concerning the issue of students from 
different environments. Dr, Kirby said 
this was a legitimate concern "The 
University has a real problem in 
bringing in students with diverse cul- 
tural backgrounds and dealing with 
them fairly." he said 
"1 really don't know what the solution 
is 1 think we can deal with those stu- 
dents separately if need be." said Dr. 
Kirby "One thing that should be 
clear." he added, "is that writing profi- 
ciency is not localized in just these stu- 
dents, but widespread over the entire 
campus community." 
Sandy Oovan, instructor on the Student De- 
velopment staff, teaches the Studies and Academic 
Gamesmanship course. 
Minorities recruited for program 
This summer. 120 students from all 
over Ohio are participating in the 
University's Student Development 
Program under the direction of Bill 
Pitts, a Ph.D. candidate at the Univer- 
sity 
According to Pitts, the purpose of the 
program is to recruit and set up sup- 
portive services for minority group 
students. 
He said the program receives funds 
from House Bill 531. which requires 
that monies be used for remedial and 
developmental education 
Pitts said contrary to false rumors 
being spread on campus, students in the 
program are not scheduled for special 
classes with special instructors, are not 
given spending money, free meal 
coupons, free textbooks or a "free 
ride" through school. 
FRANK CONAWAY. special 
assistant to the program, said although 
approximately 80 per cent of the 
students in the program receive some 
type of financial aid they must apply 
for assistance as do other students, and 
receive aid only if they can prove fi- 
nancial need 
It just so happens, he said, that more 
of these students show that they need 
assistance 
Pitts said students in the program 
take the same classes with the same 
p'ofessors as other students I'e laid 
the program has what it calls "black 
scheduling." where staff members in 
the program counsel students about 
courses they should take 
He said first quarter freshmen en- 
rolled in the program are advised lo 
take a science course. English III or 
112 ami Speech 1112 
HE SAID STUDENTS in the summer 
program can take a lighter schedule be 
cause their year consists ol four 
quarters, summer through spring, 
rather than the usual three quarters 
Students in the program are required 
to take a course set up especially for 
Ranald Suggs and Robert Brown, both freshman, 
attend lecture during their first quarter at the Univer- 
sity. Beth ore enrolled in the Student Development 
Program. 
them entitled "Studies and Academic 
Gamesmanship 
Pitts said the course is taught by six 
graduate Knglish students and consists 
ol learning footnoting, how to write a 
decent" paper, learning language and 
writing skills and social aspects 
I'e said Student Development stall 
members and students in the program 
meet bi-monthly to discuss short- 
comings and good points of the 
program 
HE SAID SMALL group sessions are 
also held weekly so students can 
evaluate the program, discuss social 
and study habits, attendance at classes 
and general topics that serve as a "sur- 
vival k it' for col lege students 
Pitts said the program "is receiving 
a better response academically than 
ever before." 
He said seven and one-half out of ten 
students or 75 per cent who enroll in the 
program stay in school 
At the end of last year, the combined 
accumulative averages of students in 
the program was 2.15 This figure in- 
cludes averages of students who re- 
ceived .a 4 0 point average and those 
who failed. Pitts said 
According lo Pills about 40 per cent 
of the students coming to the Univer- 
sity with the program remain in it 
longer than one year. 
When students no longer need the 
services provided by the program- 
tutoring, counseling, scheduling and 
academic assistance - they are free to 
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combat disease 
campus colloquy 
. -■ k 
■-■: 
• VI 
Tuesday the United States House of Representatives voted to 
authorize $5.56 billion for an intensified three-year battle against 
disease. 
A bill for $1 29 billion to step up research into America's chief 
killer diseases of the heart, lungs and blood and $270 million 
program of communicable disease control to combat venereal 
diseases, measles and tuberculosis were accepted by the House. 
The legislation is presently in the Senate where it is awaiting a 
v,       vote. 
However, the Nixon administration opposed some of the key 
organizational aspects of the legislation, argued against some of 
the funding programs and contended that there is already enough 
legal power for programs to control various diseases. 
'•>■ We hope that the Nixon administration's opposition to the allo- 
• "fl      cations will be completely ignored. 
We would like to see the Senate pass this legislation as readily 
"''       as did the House. 
It is a welcome change to see our Congressmen channeling their 
'■ ',      activities and monies into areas that will serve their constituents 
more effectively. 
It would be a real shame to see beneficial legislation such as 
this stopped because the president and his administration do not 








The deadline for second session 
summer registration for the Creative 
Arts Program at the University is 
Monday. July 24. 
Classes being offered July 24 to 
August 26 include art classes (or 
youngsters between the ages of six and 
14 and guitar and piano lessons lor chil- 
dren up to the age of 17. A "Discovering 
the Arts" class in dance, art and music 
will also be offered for pre-schoolers. 
Fees vary, depending on the area of 
instruction 
Those interested in additional in 
lormalion or in registering should 
contact the program director, Lois 
Forbes, at 372-2772 before July 24. 
L. 
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socialist candidate 
Linda Jenness presidential candidate 
of the Socialist Workers, a Trotskyist 
party, will visit Bowling Green State 
University on Tuesday. July 25. at 7:30 
p.m in 211 Life Science Building, ac- 
cording to Bob Weigl. member of the 
Young Socialists 
The 31-year-old feminist and her 
running mate, black militant Andrew 
Pulley, are waging what has been called 
the biggest socialist campaign in SO 
years 
Jenness ran for mayor of Atlanta and 
governor of Georgia in 1969 and 1970 res- 
pectively, and represented the Young 
Socialist Alliance in Cuba, where she 
participated in the tenth anniversary of 
the Cuban revolution 
Jenness. who recently returned from a 
speaking tour of South America, is 
focusing her attention on Ohio Local 
supporters have collected over 9.700 
signatures, nearly twice the amount 
necessary to place her name on the Ohio 
ballot, according to Weigl 
HOWEVER. Secretary of State Ted 
Brown has ruled her ineligible because 
of her age. Jenness is protesting the 
ruling in Columbus, and hopes to attain 
ballot status in as many as forty states, 
including Ohio 
Jenness. born in Oklahoma, attended 
Antioch College in Ohio where she 
studied history During college she also 
studied in Mexico and France. She spent 
a year teaching in Spain, followed by 
several years of anti-war activity in 
Washington. DC. as an officer of the 
Mobilization Committee. 
Jenness' appearance is being co-spon- 
sored by Student Body Organization and 
the Bowling Green chapter of Young 
Socialists for Jenness and Pulley. Box 
$7. University Pall The event is open to 
the public 
For further information contact the 
office of Voter Facilitation in Williams 
Hall or see the display in the Politics 
Center on the first floor of the library. 
stand on your own feet 
By Colonel Herded Seeders 
Geest Columnist 
Editor's Note: The 82-year-old coloael 
Is the famous creator of "finger-lickia- 
food" Kentecky Fried Chlckra. He has 
recently been honored by both the Sal- 
vation Army and the National Council of 
Christians end Jews for his efforts la the 
field of human relations. 
Everyone of you is looking forward to 
standing on his own feet and making his 
own way in the world But before you can 
stand on your own feet, you must have 
something more in your head than the 
desire to stand up. 
You need to know enough to keep your 
balance. That is why young people go to 
school and university and go to church. 
In this changing world, it is not enough to 
have in your head nothing more than 
there was yesterday. 
What have you that is particular to 
yourself; a point of distinction, some- 
thing in which you are proficient? That is 
the feature to display and develop. 
THE THING to do is find your best 
quality and bring it to maturity Thomas 
Fuller said this in a book he published in 
Lerrers 
1640. "Good is not good when proceeding 
from them from whom far better is ex- 
pected." 
To choose, or select, or decide a man 
needs standards by which to judge. I'e 
may be ignorant about how to do a thing, 
but that will be cured by learning and by 
trying to acquire the skills needed for his 
particular job. 
One who is striving to be great in what- 
ever line of endeavor he has chosen will 
find satisfaction in doing so with his own 
natural qualities and vitality rather than 
in dependence on other people. By com- 
bining industry, enthusiasm, knowledge 
and ability, a man will become out- 
standing. 
The firmness with which you stand and 
the success that attends your effort de- 
pends upon the intensity of your purpose 
and your perserverance 
It has been said that 90 per cent of the 
world's failures are quitters. 
A MAN HAS to believe in himself 
Standing on your own feet means having 
confidence in your ability to do some 
task, the outcome of which is desirable 
but not certain 
Self-confidence may be promoted by 
finding or creating an interest in some- 
thing about it. This is the opposite of the 
wishy-washy habit of copying the actions 
and mannerisms of other people. 
To stand on your own feet does not 
mean being indifferent or neutral. A 
vigorous constructive attitude is needed 
No bright idea and no great achievement 
will be brought forth by a negative fault- 
finding mind. 
Nothing worthwhile is gained without 
effort. One needs to have a vital spirit 
behind one's work. 
Men in both public and private enter- 
prise may be moved to make money, 
gain fame or wield power, but there is a 
fourth aspiration more rewarding than 
any of these: The desire to do a good job, 
to make some contribution to the 
advancement of their industry or profes- 
sion. 
To make mistakes is far more honor- 
able than to escape making them through 
never moving 
A WISE MAN regards his present 
situation as only a sketch of a picture he 
must finish If he does not try to do a 
little more or a little better than he can 
do easily, he will never learn the best 
that he is capable of doing. 
You would be a wise man to not allow 
yourself to become elated by the things 
you come to possess. When a man be- 
comes eminent, he should carry his 
honors with gentleness and the absence 
of arrogance. 
Guard against allowing success to go 
to your head The tightness of your halo 
may cause headaches. 
It is comparatively easy to prosper by 
trickery, the violation of confidence, 
oppression of the weak, sharp practices, 
cutting corners - all of these methods 
that we are so prone to palliate and con- 
done as business shrewdness 
It is difficult to prosper by keeping 
promises, the deliverance of value in 
goods, in services and in deeds -- and in 
meeting of so-called shrewdness with 
sound merit and good ethics 
The easy way is efficacious and speedy 
-• the hard way arduous and long But as 
the clock ticks, the easy way becomes 
harder and the hard way becomes easier. 
And as the calendar records the years, 
it becomes increasingly evident that the 
easy way rests hazardously upon shifting 
sands, whereas the hard way builds 
solidly a foundation of confidence that 
cannot be swept away. 
offers enforcement method 
Editors note: The following letter, 
written by Dr. Rnssell Decker, wai sub- 
mitted to the ad hoc committee that Is 
studying the smoking resolution. The 
letter presents a view opposite that taken 
by Dr. Fred Eckman last week in The 
News. 
By Dr. Russell Decker 
Professor of Business Law 
The resolution does not create any new 
law. regulation or power. It only calls at- 
tention of the University community to 
an existing regulation and suggests some 
methods of enforcement thereof. 
The governing body of the University, 
acting within its statutory authority, 
adopted in 1959 a regulation prohibiting 
smoking in classroom situations. This 
sets into play the state statutes on 
enforcement and the contractual obli- 
gations of the faculty member and the 
University administrator 
The only new idea in the resolution is 
the group of four suggestions for imple- 
menting its enforcement. And. actually 
they are not new. They could have been 
done without the resolution 
In fact, some have been done; I.e., the 
Provost has sent out a few reminders in 
past years Some faculty members have 
expressed   surprise  at   the  third   sug- 
gestion relating to administrative action 
by deans, directors, and chairmen. 
THIS AUTHORITY already exists, and 
should be used by these administrators 
irrespective of this resolution. As part of 
the process of evaluation of a faculty 
member, they should be reviewing the 
attention of the faculty member to all 
University regulations 
The principal reason for presenting the 
resolution at this time was to dramatize 
two situations: 
(a) the growing evidence of the health 
hazard to non-smokers from smoking in 
crowded rooms This does not deny one 
the freedom to smoke himself, and con- 
tinues to permit him to take his chances 
with his own health. But. this approach 
to the problem begins now to recognize 
the right of the non-smoker not to be 
harmed by the smoking habits of others 
(b) the moral issue of having a valid 
regulation based upon statutory author 
ity. and not enforcing it The moral issue 
is not in smoking, but in the violation by 
some faculty members and students of 
the known regulation and in the failure of 
some faculty members and adminis- 
trators to enforce it. 
SOME HAVE complained that this 
regulation prohibits smoking in a faculty 
member's office It has never been so 
interpreted, and the language of this 
resolution is not intended to expand or 
broaden the regulation to include the 
office of a faculty member. He may 
control this situation either way by 
posting a sign. 
Some have expressed concern over the 
language in the resolution referring to 
"arrest, without warrant." This seems 
to raise hints of gestapo-like police-state 
conditions 
This language is taken directly from 
the Ohio Revised Code. Section 3345 04 It 
was not created by the author of the reso- 
lution The resolution does not add any- 
thing to the statute 
The statute does not establish any new 
police power as it merely affirms the 
age-old rule allowing a police officer to 
arrest without warrant when he observes 
an offense being committed. 
A faculty vote to rescind the resolution 
adopted by the Faculty Senate on May 2 
will not repeal the no-smoking rule of the 
University Trustees, remove the impact 
of the state statutes, nor lessen the 
responsibility of University adminis- 
trators to enforce them. All a vote to 
rescind the resolution will do is say that 
the faculty wants to continue the 
hypocrisy of the present situation 
wherein the University has a properly 
constituted prohibition known to every- 
one, but ignored with impunity by many. 
question of rights 
poll shows apathy 
Dr. Eckman has a right to smoke or 
not to smoke as he pleases. Pis job is to 
teach and to enlighten his pupils. 
1'ow does he come through when the 
pupils are blinking tears and holding 
their breath waiting for a stream of 
acrid smoke to drift past' 
Non-smokers have as much right to an 
education as smokers. Let smokers 
enjoy a smoke between and after classes 
Anybody who throws bunk about Hitler 
and Gestapo tactics into a staid argu- 
ment must think he is being paid by the 
word Doesn't he. as a paid represen- 
tative   of   the   University,   have   the 
integrity to endorse  not  unreasonable   ! 
policies? 
I have been in classes where the 
instructor sat at his desk and chain- 
smoked. Pis habit certainly did nothing 
to improve his lecture 
The ceilings were high enough to 
accept his fumes If everyone had in- 
dulged, it would have been testimony to 
another boring lecture. ■ 
Maybe the kind doctor would be ap- 
peased by allowing tenured professors 
dispensation to smoke 
G. William Burhoe 
206 Offenhauer West 
According to a recent poll of freshman 
women. 45 per cent are registered to vote 
in the November presidential election 
This means that 65 per cent o( you are 
using excuses such as age. apathy and 
powerlessness. 
You should realize that you do not have 
to be eighteen to register to vote so long 
as you will be eighteen on or before the 
first election following your registration. 
The next election is November 7. regis- 
ter now The Board of Elections may 
close before your eighteenth birthday 
Don't let them close without your regis- 
tration 
WHAT ABOUT the rest of you who are 
eighteen and haven't registered'' Why 
should you register'' 
Important issues will be decided in No- 
vember, not only on the federal level but 
also on the state, district and county 
level The nation is not only going to 
choose a president, but also congress- 
men, judges and sheriffs will be elected. 
Within the next four years many of us 
will come into contact with our officials 
and their policies Policies concerning 
busing, tax reform, inflation and law 
and order will directly affect you. 
But you can affect these policies at the 
grassroots level by electing local offi- 
cials whose ideas are consistent with 
your own ideals. 
Then give your local officials the con- 
gressmen and president who will give 
them the tools they need to actualize 
your ideals. 
To be heard, vote. To vote, register 
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Kathleen McAdams 
211 Mercer Rd. Apt 41 D 
Pat Foltz 
University Village Apts . 
16B 
John Strauss 
1235 W Tiffin 
Fostoria 
sleepless nights 
I have been kept awake every night 
since I enrolled here by people yelling, 
swearing, laughing, playing radios full 
blast, peeling their tires and honking 
their horns repeatedly for no purpose 
until 2, 3.4, and 5 a.m. 
In addition my floor has been subjected 
to people running through our halls and 
banging on the doors in the middle of the 
night and two false fire alarms 
I hereby offer a reward of $1 a head up 
to $50 for the arrest and conviction of any 
person disturbing  the  peace after  12 
p.m. in the vicinity of McDonald West 
I will pay this reward to the campus 
police or city police. If this is not legal. I 
will pay it to the police pension fund or 
any other charitable organization of their 
choosing. 
It is very simple. Just station a police- 
man in the parking lot behind McDonald 
West and start arresting 
Lorna Cordonnter 
314 McDonald West 
campus safety statistics listed 
By Thomas Whalen 
Bowling Green State University Police 
responded to 1.844 complaints last year, 
according to Dale F Shaffer, director of 
campus safety. 
The safety department, located in 
Commons behind Kohl Pall, includes 
police, or Patrol Bureau, Parking Ser- 
vices Bureau, and Fire Prevention 
Bureau. 
"We have 35 full-time people working 
here." said Shaffer. Nineteen are sworn 
officers "who have jurisdiction any- 
where in the city of Bowling Green." 
These men are city auxiliary police, he 
said 
DURING THE academic year, July 1. 
1*71, to June 30. 1972. there were 1,844 
complaints. 149 traffic accidents and 242 
arrests. 
"Anyone arrested is charged in the 
Bowling Green Municipal Court." said 
Shaffer "This is by state law." 
There were 341 cases of petty larceny 
(theft under $601.  120 cases of grand 
t 
larceny (over $60). 154 bicycle thefts. 72 
vehicle accessory thefts and 138 cases of 
breaking and entering reported, said 
Shaffer. 
On the disorderly conduct level, there 
were two cases of assault with a deadly 
weapon. 33 cases of assault and battery, 
three charges of rape, (one unfounded 
and two arrests) and one suicide. 
ALSO. SHAFFER said, there were 11 
cases of indecent exposure and nine 
cases of window peeking. 
Lot six has a 10-to-one ratio for auto 
accessory thefts, he said. "Most of the 
cases of breaking and entering are due to 
people who leave their doors unlocked 
when they go out and they just can't do 
that anymore." 
He also said most of the stolen bicycles 
had been left unlocked, and most were 
unregistered "so they can't be traced." 
"All these people have to do is bring 
their bikes in to us and they will be regis- 
tered in- the city of Bowling Green. It 
costs a dollar.'' 
The Parking Services Bureau, during 
the year, issued 10.858 decals. Meter 
maids issued 29.245 parking violation 
tickets and 524 warnings, he said. 
REVENUE for the year was $172.70 
against expenses or $198,776 The in- 
crease in next year's parking fee is due 
to this deficit, he said. 
There is a five-dollar increase in fees 
starting   in   September.  Students  and 
faculty will now pay $20 for registration / 
and $10 for extra cars. Previously extra 
cars were registered free. 
"We've had people with as many as 
five cars registered." said Shaffer. 
"That is four free cars and one paid. The 
$10 fee will eliminate that problem.'' 
The Fire Prevention Bureau conducted 
139 fire drills and responded to 18. The' - 
rest were false alarms or fires small 
enough to be handled alone, be said. 
The bureau also carried out 682 fire 
prevention inspections, and serviced 105 
fire extinguishers since March, when the 
extinguishers became their respon- 
sibility. 
Thursday, July 10,1971, The W» Mm /•*■• % 
Miscarriage of justice' 
Krause unable to sue 
Pt»t. by Wword »cu». Ofe*. 
P.rionaliied mail j.rvk. com* to BGSU? A hand in avory mail-box? No, this 
ralhor peculiar situation wot a product of tho photographers imagination. 
From the Wire Service    . 
Arthur Krause will not be 
able to sue the State of Ohio 
lor negligent and wanton 
misconduct in the death of 
his daughter Allison, a Kent 
State coed killed by National 
Guardsmen 
That is what the Ohio Su- 
preme Court ruled today 
when it overturned a de- 
cision by the Cuyahoga 
County Court of Appeals 
Krause, in Pittsburgh, 
charged that the court jus- 
tices were not really inter- 
ested in the case, just wor- 
ried about where the state 
would get the money to pay 
for the suit. 
Shipping data collected 
Few students are aware of 
a unique research oppor- 
tunity that is available to 
them here at the University 
The Northwest Ohio Great 
Lakes Research Center, on 
the second floor of the 
Graduate Center, offers 
voluminous materials per 
taming to northwest Ohio 
and Great Lakes shipping 
The collections include 
local and regional news- 
papers, county and muni 
cipal governmental records, 
business records, manu 
scripts, photographs, maps 
and other documents 
J.UUI * .<IO\l.' 
THE SHOWCASE directly 
across from the center 
displays interesting items 
that are a part of the 
center's collections A 
journal of shipwrecks, 
pictures of ferryboats, news- 
papers dating back to 1W>4 
reports of births in Bowling 
Great and enumeration of 
volunteers in service of the 
si.ite or the I'nited States. 
are among the many Hems 
displ.iv.nl 
I)r Richard J Wright, 
director of the center, which 
is an adjunct of Ihe hlttorj 
department, is largely con- 
cerned with the Great Lakes 
..i it.. I  «« 
-      ..4.   I 
...M.I     4< •*?•«••) 
■ ■VOOMJ.I 
This land patent, one ol a number of docu- 
ments found in the Northwest Ohio Great 
Lakes Research Center collection is dated 
1818 and signed by President James Monroe 
(lower right). 
shipping material which is 
the largest collection in the 
count ry 
It is built principally 
around four collections Or 
Wright's Great Lakes Col- 
lection, the Arthur C 
Kredeiukson Memorial Col- 
lection, the holdings of the 
Marine Historical Society of 
Detroit i including the John 
K I'oole Collection I. and the 
Toledo Lucas   County   Port 
Authorit) 
Our biggest problem is 
educating Ihe faculty and 
students of our availability 
We have things here that are 
applicable to the entire 
campus community." said 
Dr Wright 
"HOWEVER. WE also 
urge any members of the 
Bowling Green community 
to drop in and see what it s 
all about.'' he said "A lot ol 
people just don't know about 
it. and this stuff doesn't do 
any good sitting on the 
shelves " 
The center, which opened 
four years ago. is affiliated 
with the network of Amer- 
ican I'istory research 
centers in cooperation with 
the Ohio I'istoncal Society. 
By preserving and catalog- 
ing government records in a 
19-county area. Ihe center's 
function is to achieve a 
"grass roots" relationship 
with Ihe region it serves 
"It's always exciting to 
run across a complete set of 
records It's like fitting a 
jigsaw puzzle together.' 
•..ml Dr   Wright     It's also 
quite interesting to view 
such things as child in- 
denture records, which are 
completely out of our 
thought process today 
"When we first opened, 
the information seemed to 
snowball and piled up much 
faster than we ever thought 
it would." he said "The 
more people we show, the 
more I'm amazed at its aca- 
demic potential " 
THE OTHER field of re- 
search, the Northwest Ohio 
holdings, are largely the 
concern of Paul D Yon. the 
center's archivist "Paul is 
probably the best informed 
person in the state about 
local records," said Dr 
Wright 
These holdings include 
naturalization records, 
election abstracts, agricul- 
tural records, court 
journals. educational 
records, land records and 
tax records There are also 
approximately 3.000 bound 
volumes of an estimated 700 
newspapers published in the 
northwest quadrant of Ohio 
Another prominent part of 
the northwest Ohio holdings 
are published state reports 
These include laws of Ohio, 
legislative and executive 
journals, annual reports oi 
various state offices, Ohio 
Supreme Court decisions, 
and other obscure but 
related materials. 
"Possibly the biggest 
hang-up of the center 
concerns the cataloging 
This requires a great deal of 
time and patience, but in the 
long run it gives a feeling of 
accomplishment Our fund- 
ing, which is at a minimum 
subsistence level, offers 
another serious problem." 
said Dr Wright 
Dr Wright said that 
another goal of the center is 
to establish and maintain the 
"town and gown" relation- 
ship so meaningful to the 
regional community. 
The center is open by 
appointment from 8 am to 5 
p.m. on weekdays 
nm Boom? 
NOW HAS AGAIN 
WOODEN CLOGS 
By Dunhams 
We Also Have Styles Of Clogs With Lace 
STADIUM PLAZA 
CASH CASH 
STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE 
PAYS TOP PRICES 
FOR YOUR USED TEXTS 
BRING 'EM TO: 
STUDENT 
BOOK EXCHANGE 
530 E. W00STEI ST. 
SIX ALSO FAYS TOP WHOLESALE PIKES ON MAIIETABLE 
TEXTS NO LONGER USED AT I.6.S.U. 
»$»$*$*$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
"Mere Books For Your Monty-Mo*• Money For Your Books" 
Library Pours 
Monday - Thursday 






2 p.m.-9 p.m. 
Calling the Ohio high court 
decision a miscarriage of 
justice. Krause says he will 
lake the case to the United 
States Supreme Court 
He charged that the court 
justices "were not really 
interested in the case They 
were worried about where 
the State of Ohio was going 
to get the money to pay for 
our suit " 
"When I sat in that court- 
room on April 11 (when the 
merits of the case were 
heard) I could see that 
money was the basic ques- 
tion, not the lives ol lour 
people." Krause said. 
He asked why the Supreme 
Court justices were afraid to 
get this in court and asked if 
former Governor James A. 
Rhodes was being protected. 
War relief check 
July K is the deadline 
for submitting August. 
1972, applications for 
graduation Any persons 
expecting a bac- 
calaureate degree who 
have not applied should 
do so immediately at 
the Registrar's office.' 
Administration Build- 
ing 
The American Friends 
Service Committee has 
acknowledged the receipt of 
$39010 collected by the 
Civilian War Relief 'Fund 
Committee spring quarter 
on campus 
Wet Karris' Jr., former 
graduate student who 
headed the committee, re- 
ceived the acknowledgement 
ol the contribution 
The letter from the Amer- 
ican Friends Service Com- 
mittee said that one-half of 
the contribution was al- 
located to be used to support 
the Ouang Ngai. South Viet- 
nam rehabilitation center. 
The rest of the money will be 
used to defray costs of open 
heart surgery equipment in 
the Viet-Duc Pospital in 
Panoi 
I'.iri is said the contri- 
bution drive was initiated as 
a reaction to President 
Nixon's blockade of North 
Vietnamese harbors. 
- FEATURING - 
Char Broiled Steaks and 
Chops 
Fell   Course   Family 
Dinner 
It VARIETIES 
PANCAKES   *   WAF- 
FLES 
Open  Tees,  thru   Sal. 
7:M-I 
Sundays 7:3*. - 7:00 
412 EAST WOOSTKR 
BANQUET ROOM 
NOON SPECIALS DAILY 
BACHELORS III 
891 S. MAIN ST. 
NOW OPEN 
DAILY MON.- SAT. 
11:00 A.M. to 2:30 A.M. 
PRICES REDUCED 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
WATCH ADS FOR 
COMING BANDS 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
CHERRY  HILL 
VILLAGE 
IS NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
AND BOASTS INCOMPARABLE FEATURES; 
• One and One Half Baths 
• Wall to Wall Carpeting 
• Refrigerator/Freezer, Disposal 
• FANTASTIC PARTY HOUSE 
• Central Heating and Aircondhioning 
• Gas Range & Oven 
• Patio Gas Grills 
• INDOOR SWIMMING POOL 
Rental Agent - Suite 67 
741 HIGH St. 
352-6248 
Furnished Two Bedroom Suites 
as low as $57.50/month with 4 occupants 
Special for Summer Students 
Full Summer Occupancy only $125 month 
Special Lease Terms Available 
BATES & SPRINGER, INC. 
Managers 
■ 
»"■»• 4/Th. M Nm, Thurvloy, July M, 1*72 





Two Free 16 Oz. Cokes 
For Any 
Large 16"jflftj, Cheese Pizza 
Off IK G000 TONIGHT J/10/J2 




fUt 30 miNUTl DIUVCRY 
MUSIC MAKES A BETTER DAY 
jffljer's Records 
"^   & Tapes 
#•; 
* 
HNK FLOYD Obicur.d by Cloud. 
JETHRO TULl Thkk a. a Buck 
ROBERTA FUCK «. DONNY HATHAWAY 
BIUY PRESTON I w.oi. a umpl. Song 
CHEECH I. CHONC Big Bambu 
AUCE COOPER School Out 
DONNY HATHAWAY Uva 
DEEP PURPIE Machine Hood 
HARRY CHAPIN H.od. ft Tol., 
FULL SELECTION OF DIAMOND STEREO NEEDLES 
FINDERS is a little store in a little town with 
a LARGE SELECTION and LOW PRICES 
i© ers Records 128 N. Main 
THE OXFORD HOUSE 
GOING INTO BUSINESS SALE! 
1. ALL SUITS AND SPORT COATS REDUCED! 
REG $60 to $90 NOW $39.95 to $69.95 
2. BODY SHIRTS! 
REG. $9.00 NOW 20% OFF 
3. BATHING SUITS! NOW 40% OFF 
4. OUR ENTIRE CASUAL SLACK INVENTORY     Vz OFF 
5. KNIT TOPS! 
REG. $5.00 to $8.00 NOW $3.99 to $5.99 
6. FAMOUS MAKE SUMMER SWEATERS! 
REG. $12.00 NOW $6.99 
7. SELECT GROUP OF TIES!       REG. $4.00 to $8.50 
NOW $2.69 EACH 
OR 
3 FOR $7.00 
Oxford House 
434 East Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio 
Cafeteria stage set up 
A temporary stage is set 
up in Kreischer dining hall 
On it are three screens, a 
couple of stools and a black 
cap and gown hanging from 
a coat rack. 
Incoming freshmen, 
mothers, fathers, sisters and 
brothers make up the 
audience 
Enter Friday's Children, a 
folk singing group, intro- 
duced through slides flashed 
on the screen. "Try it You'll 
Like it," the variety show 
for pre-registration 1972. is 
underway 
THE SHOW, which is 
presented at 9 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday through- 
out pre-registration. begins 
with     Friday's     Children 
singing "Anthem-Revela- 
tion" and ends with 
"Friends With You." 
In between the opening 
and closing numbers, there 
are jokes (geography class 
shows earthy films and 
geology class is a place you 
dig hard rock), skits, solos, 
songs with slides and 
Freddie Falcon 
"Saturday Morning" is 
sung while slides of a guy 
and a girl at the laundromat 
are shown 
A solo about a beetle 
named Alexander, some 
"Advice on Vice" and a 
singing skit about a little girl 
and a wolf help keep things 
rolling 
The highlight of the hour, 
however, comes when Fri- 
day's Children teach the au- 
dience "Ay Ziggy Zoomba." 
with the help of Freddie Fal- 
con. Freddie enters the 
scene during the song "I'm 
in Love with Freddie Fal- 
con." which contains the line 
"P-H-R-E-D"-that s Fred 
tome." 
Friday's Children is 
composed of Jan and Martin 
Horning. Tim Scasny, Kathy 
Sargeant. Becky Allen, 
Kathy Angel and Myra 
Patchen Patchen is called 
Wednesday's child because 
she can only perform with 
the group on Wednesdays 
All of the singers are Uni- 
versity     students    except 
H    • 
Kathy Sargeant. who is on 
the staff at the Newman 
Center 
"WE REALLY get a big 
kick out of singing (or 
people, and it's fun talking to 
the people after the show." 
Jan Poming said 
The group, which has been 
together since October, 
started out as a church 
group at St. Thomas More 
Parish. Richard Lenhart. 
assistant dean of students, 
heard the group perform and 
asked them to present the 
pre-registration variety 
shows 
The program  is directed 
and scripted by Rose Marie 
Dapogny, junior (Ed) Tech- 
nical assistance is given by 
Barbara Bensch. junior 
(EdI. and Narbeth Emman- 
uel, sophomore (Ed). 
Dapogny said. "Mr. Len- 
hart tracked me through my 
career in theater since high 
school Pe thinks I have a 
comic flair. So we decided 
that I could put the show to- 
gether. I can't believe we got 
it all .together I'm really 
happy with the finished 
product." 
Tim Strawn, senior 
(B.A.). plays the part of 
Freddie Falcon 
Little Murders' opens 
Alpenhorn Specials 
Vi Spaghetti - Vi Lasagna 
. w   meat sauce, Italian Salad, ^,   rr\ 
ol.bU Bread & Butter      only 
Sandwiches 
• Meatball      • St acked Ham 
• Stacked Corned Beef 
e Italian Salami 
• Stacked Roast Beef on 
• a bun or Italian brood     only $1.00 
Pettfs downtown BG 
A»nt»rn RMM 11 u 11 MM SM. 
0—g MM II lo 10 MM   S.l 
Ctand San Ikrv SwM 
II31 Pain UIMMM iMcM 111» IM 
MID SUMMER SPECIALS 
SAVE 
All Sleeveless Knit Tops   Now 40% Off 
Shrinks Acrylic Reg 6 oo    Now Vi Off 
Knit Tops Keg 13 oo 14 oo   Now $4.99 
Body Suits Reg s oo to i ? oo     Now $4.99-$6.99 
Knit Shorts Reg 6 oo 6 so   Now 2.99 
Tapestry Belts Reg e oo to aoo    Now 99c 
Entire Stock of Purses .. Now 40% - 50% Off 
All Long Dresses   Now Vz Price 
Baby Doll P.J.-Mini Gowns Reg boo    Now $2.99 
Polkadot   polyester cotton 
Scarves - oblongs, squares   Vi Price 
Foundation by Max Factor rube or jar     Vi Price 
Aquarius Cologne Bath Powder Vi Price 
Colognes by "4711"    Now Vi Price 
Earring "Bonanza"   ... 10c - 25c - 50c - 99c 
Values lo 3 00 
Many Unlisted Items 
The Powder Puff 
Review by 
Dennis Bohnrnkamp 
Cartoonist Jules Feiffer's 
1967 play "Little Murders". 
will be performed on July 20. 
21. and 22 at 8 pm. in the Joe 
E Brown Theatre 
If the dress rehearsal 
which I attended Thursday 
evening is any indication of 
the finished product. I highly 
recommend your at 
tendance 
The play is an extremely 
funny "black comedy" re- 
volving around the domestic 
antics of the Newquists, a 
typical middle class urban 
family The occasion is their 
daughter's wedding to a 
nihilistic young photog- 
rapher Alfred, whose favor- 
ite pastime is photographing 
shit 
The Newquists spout 
endless banalities and pre- 
tensions, and air their 
oedipal conflicts throughout 
the sometimes excru- 
ciatingly realistic but essen- 
tially comic first act. 
AFTER THE slapstick 
wedding scene, the raucous 
humor gives way to murder 
and gratuitous violence The 
random gunshots, obscene 
phone calls and frequent 
power failures which 
punctuate the entire play 
i, ki- on an ominous quality, 
and the absurdities which 
dominate the rest of the play 
become frightening though 
still humorous 
A chilling admixture of 
comedy and terror follows, 
and culminates in a shooting 
gallery scene in which all the 
remaining Newquists and 
Alfred fire a high-powered 
rifle gleefully and randomly 
into    a   crowd    from    the 
In this coxy scene from Jules Feiffer's satirk 
comedy "little Murders," Patsy (Mkhele Gal- 
lery) finds time to discuss her fiance with her 
father (Steve Carr). 
window of their apartment. 
Director David Addington 
has added some interesting 
touches, especially the 
series of tableaux which 
draw out the humor as well 
as the madness of the scene 
in which the wedding guests 
attack Dupas, the existential 
minister, and Alfred 
Several other little things, 
such as Marjorie Newquists 
"home cooked" dinner 
served right out of the cans, 
reinforces the satirical 
thrust at plastic American 
values 
EVEN WITHOUT benefit 
of audience response in the 
dress rehearsal, the acting 
was spirited and highly com- 
petent Marsha 1'anna as the 
doting mother. Marjorie 
Newquist: Bill Myerhaltz as 
the whining "little brother." 
Kenny, Michele Gallery as 
the overbearing complacent 
daughter. Patsy; David 
Stubbs as Alfred, the 
wooden, apathetic groom - 
the entire group is well cast 
and quite good. 
But Steve Carr, who 
played the bunkeresque 
father, maintained a comic 
delivery while still 
managing to generate 
sympathy and deepen his 
role. 
"Little Murders." despite 
some flaws in the structure 
of the play itself affords an 
entertaining and. at times, 
thought-provoking exper- 
ience. 
Feiffer's witty dialogue 
and absurd situations are not 
only diverting, but also dis- 
turbing 
It is interesting to note 
that some of what the play in 
1967 depicted as paranoiac 
ranting in some of Carol 
Newquists final speeches 
has become grim reality in 
1972 What seemed to be 
exaggeration then is not so 
far-fetched now 
MONDAY-STEAK NIGHT 
RIB EYE STEAK. BAKED 
$^25 POTATO. SALAD. ROLL 
REG. $1.50 
TUESDAY-FISH & CHIPS 
ALL YOU CAN [AT 
ENGLISH STYLE BATTER DIPPED FISH QQ c 
AND FRENCH FRIES WITH COLE **** 
SLAW 
THURSDAY - 2 for 1 
REMEMBER - 




HAS DONE IT AGAIN! 
Ate you having a problem with your rent bud- 
get? If so, please contact Mike or Gayle Whit- 
acre, our resident managers for Wayne Apart- 
ments at the Brentwood. located at 724 Sixth 
Street. Apartment No 4, for fall leasing infor- 
mation. We will actually give you a rent credit 
for earning good grades. That's right! You can 
reduce your monthly rental charge by showing 
us evidence of above average grades. If you are 
interested 
Call 352-5657 or 352-3595 
for an appointment. 
We have 9 and 12 month leases available 
Call us, you'll like us. 
LARGEST AND FINEST 
SELECTION OF DOMESTIC & 
IMPORTED WINES 
MILK   
16 Oz. 8 pk. of SEVEN-UP 
KEEBLERS CHOC-CHIP COOKIES 
ALWAYS COLD BEER 
SEALTEST DAIRY SPECIALS 
Racketeers 
♦FUDGE BARS 
*Qt. Pkg. Prestige ICE CREAM 
434 EAST WOOSTER 
DAIRY HUE IN BIIIIDING 
HRS. 1100 A.M.- 11:00 P.M. DAILY 
CLOSED SUNDAYS 
Value of 3-yn degrees debated 
M—11 
Thurwlay, July 30, 1972, TK. IC N«w./» 09. S 
By Mary Wey 
Mumlii Editor 
"More studcnti arc' 
attending collef* and Bare 
moacy li bclag ipeal aa 
aifker education by tbclr 
partita and by loclety than 
ever before. Bat ibere is a 
peal danger tbal macb of 
tali tavettmeal of lime aad 
moaey Is being sqaandf red 
becaase maay college facal- 
llei aad college admlniitra 
tloat are bUeiledaally ir- 
retpoeftble aad Incompet- 
aal. 
"la coaatleas colleges, the 
retreat from reapoaiibtllty Is 
far advaaced. Required 
coarses are abollsbed. The 
teaching of the traditional 
curriculum la the arts aad 
scleaces Is abandoned. ■ 
whole or la part. Written 
examinations aad formal 
grade* disappear. Stadeats, 
Including fresbmea, are in- 
vited to 'design yoar own 
courses ' 
Evea when students begin 
to coacealrale la some field 
of stady, they may llnd that 
what ased to be regarded as 
a major has lost Its co- 
herence aad they are Instead 
encouraged lo slosh about la 
the primordial ooie known 
as interdisciplinary 
studies 
THESE QUOTES, which 
were taken from a column 
written by William Shannon 
and published in the July 3 
issue of the Toledo Times, 
represent one view towards 
the liberalization of edu- 
cation being introduced in 
colleges throughout the 
country today 
Bowling Green State Uni- 
versity has recently become 
involved in what Shannon 
refers to as "inter- 
disciplinary studies'' by 
initiating the Modular 
Achievement Program 
(MAP), where students can 
receive a baccalaureate de- 
gree in three years rather 
than in the traditional four 
years 
The outlook some adminis- 
trators and faculty members 
are taking here about such a 
program is quite different 
from Shannon's rather 
pessimistic view, however. 
One attitude expressed by 
administrators and faculty 
members who were inter- 
viewed is that a three-year 
program helps to break 
down rigid. "lock-step" 
requirements     present     in 
traditional     four-year 
academic programs. 
DR.   HARRY   LASHER. 
assistant professor of 
management, said the Uni- 
versity needs programs such 
as the MAP to help get rid of 
"bullshit that's included in 
academic requirements." 
Dr. Karl Vogt. dean of the 
College of Business, 
expressed views similar to 
Dr. Lasher's 
He said. "There's nothing 
sacred about the four-year 
baccalaureate degree.'' 
A degree represents an 
abundance of skills that 
some students can acquire in 
less than four years at col- 
lege. Because some students 
can acquire these skills in 
less lhan four years, he said, 
a program should be es- 
tablished to facilitate their 
time spent at college 
ACCORDING     TO     Dr 
Vogt. some courses here are 
irrelevant and no belter than 
some "good high school 
courses. 
r.'e said the MAP program 
is attempting to eliminate ir- 
relevant courses, while 
adding and combining others 
that are relevant 
1 '«■ suggested thai students 
should be able to complete 
introductory courses in less 
than ten weeks by passing 
proficiency tests This would 
shorten a student's stay at 
the University or allow a stu- 
dent to spend more time on 
courses that are relevant. 
Dr John Holmes, asso- 
ciate professor of mar- 
keting, recently submitted a 
proposal to University Presi- 
dent Pollis A Moore Jr con- 
cerning another three-year 
baccalaureate degree pro- 
gram, involving any 
interested student at the 
University. 
THE PROPOSAL lists 
such things as early ad- 
missions, advanced place- 
ment and credit by examina- 
tion as ways for students to 
complete college in less than 
four years. 






5 p.m. - 1 a.m. Daily 
4:30-2 a.m. Fri. & Sat 
the purpose of these three- 
year programs is not to 
"water down" existing 
curriculum, but to present 
"new options." making 
college experience less rigid 
and more relevant to the 
individual student. 
Dr. David Elsass. dean of 
the College of Education. 
said he supports the 
attempts to develop a three- 
year curriculum because in 
the process, the "re- 
dundancy of the curriculum 
and the relevancy of group 
requirements" are re- 
viewed. 
Dr. Elsass seemed 
especially enthusiastic about 
developing the idea of an in- 
terim year where students 
leave campus for one year to 
work, "find themselves" or 
determine if they are suited 
to the field they are 
interested in. 
HE SAID the trend in edu- 
cation today is toward 
"more field base ex- 
perience" and that a work- 
study program makes class- 
room theory "much more 
relevant " 
He   cautioned,   however. 
that these three-year pro- 
grams must be continually 
tested and evaluated to be 
sure that students enrolled in 
them are receiving as well- 
rounded and competent an 
education as students in the 
traditional four-year pro- 
gram. 
Not all faculty members 
interviewed, however, 
supported the three-year 
programs. 
Erik Graubart. acting 
chairman of the German de- 
partment, said although he 
supports testing the MAP 
program, he would not 
support it until he first saw 
some evidence that a three- 
year degree equals a four- 
year degree in terms of 
future jobs and salaries 
OVERALL.   GRAUBART 
said the MAP proposal is not 
a "good deal " 
He said cutting down on 
requirements would not pro- 
vide a "better educated 
generation " 
Graubart said by cutting 
requirements out of a three- 
year program the University 
would be graduating "hun- 
dreds of excellent specialists 
who know   nothing   outside 
their own field." 
A world of specialists 
could be dehumanizing, he 
emphasized 
According to Graubart. 
and also a professor from the 
business department, it 
would be hard for anyone to 
decide which courses are 
relevant to a student and 
which are not. 
"WE (PROFESSORS) all 
have our egos." the business 
professor said "I wouldn't 
want to poini a finger at 
someone and say your 
course of study is not rele- 
vant We have to upgrade 
our present programs, not 
just get rid of courses." 
Graubart cited the job 
market situation as a disad- 
vantage for graduating stu- 
dents in three years 
Throwing thousands of extra 
students into the job market 
each year could result in a 
"ghetto of unemployed in- 
tellectuals." ho said 
Graubart said the MAP is 
like "trying to make a cheap 
product an expensive one 
You have to watch for bar- 
gains Kight now. this MAP 
is a bargain 
Ecology crisis studied 
College teachers involved in the environ- 
mental crisis through teaching, designing 
courses or developing environmental centers 
are participating in a summer-long institute 
in environmental management at Bowling 
Green State University. 
Twenty-four teachers from 16 states are en- 
rolled in the workshop, which began June 19 
and will conclude Aug. 28 
Under the direction of Dr William B Jack- 
son, director of the University's Environ- 
mental Studies Center, the institute will 
enable participants to return to their schools 
and communities with wider concepts of the 
environmental crisis. 
According to Dr Jackson, they will be 
belter equipped to consider environmental 
problems, how to solve them and how to seek 
additional resources. 
THE MAIN thrust oi the institute is to exa- 
mine the problems of environmental im- 
balance relative to man, and the alternatives 
for maintaining or creating a suitable balance 
favorable to man's activities. 
The participating teachers will receive 12 
quarter hours of academic credit at the 
graduate level, and are spending at least four 
hours a day in the classroom, as well as going 
on half-day and two-day field trips 
Faculty Irom Bowling Green will discuss 
such topics as environmental ethics, econo- 
mic problems, migrant labor, geology and 
recreation during the institute 
Lectures by representatives of the Ohio De- 
partment of Health, the U.8 Army Corps of 
Engineers, the Environmental Protection 
Agency and the National Institute of Health, 
as well as faculty members of the University 
of Wisconsin and Kerns State College are 
also scheduled. 
Basic topics being studied are air, water 
and land sanitation, pest management, land 
and energy use planning, legal components 
and ecopolilics, and human problems. 
Each participant has selected an environ- 
mental problem from his home environment 
and is developing an analysis of the situation 
Proposed solutions to each problem will be 
presented during the last week of the insti- 
tute. 
NEW FALL RATES 
Buckeye House 
649 Sixth St. 
Birch wood Place 
650 Sixth St. 
Mount Vernon 
802 Sixth St. 
Air Conditioning. Heating. 
Indoor Pool & Recreation Bldg. 
CALL PREFERED PROPERTIES 
Phone 352-9378. 352-7324 
8-5,7-11 P.M. DAILY 
New Fall Rates 
$55 per person starting 
Oct. 1 
NO carpet cleaning fee! 
SEPT. RENT IS FREE 
Inquire at 4 D's Club 
7th St. & High 
Securities deposits §n ntuiritd the stmi the diy the ttnint 
hurts tht apt" 
"8 person limit in the opt it my one time" is tiken out ol 
the huso 
w 
Student Play Welcome! 
BGSU GOLF COURSE 
East Poa Road at 1-75 
Phona 372-2674 For Taa Timts 
GREENS FEES 
I Weekdays                                      9 Holes        18 Holes Faculty & Staff                       $175    $2.25 Students    1.50      200 Public    2.75     3.25 Weekends Faculty & Staff         $2.25    $2.75 Public      3.25      3.75 JL DRIVING RANGE NOW OPEN! WanMoyt                                 Sot. * Sun. 
5:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.                        1 p.m. • 9 p.m. 
JOIN 
CLUB 1350 
We Cordially Invite You To Enjoy — 
13 FABULOUS DINNERS 
for only   $\$£Q 
A $13.5X1 Membership enrd entitles you to dine FREE - • once 
( month for 13 months, enjoying the finest foods, compliments 
of the house. All you hive to do is bring along a guest who 
buys a dinner of equnl or greater value. You'll enjoy superb 
service, choice of menu, steaks, seafoods. Italian dlsbes and 
be treated as an honored guest at the Alpine Village. 
LIMITED MEMBERSHIP OFFER 
This limited membership offer to better familiarize you with 
quality foods and beverae" offered at the Alpine Village. 
there are no gimmicks or hidden features. Your membership 
entitles you to dine once a month for 13 mo'iths and your 
dinner is free with one or more paid dinners. 
Now at Alpine in Bowling Green 
Enclosed please find check or money order for $13.50 cover- 
ing cost of membership in your dining out club. Member 
ship entitles me to dine, compliments of the house for 13 
months, each dinner to be accompanied with a paid dinner 
of equal or higher value. 
NAME        
ADDRESS  
PHONE   
Mail to Alpino Village 
Petti's Glfm Village 
Restaurant 
117 N. Main 
DownUwn, Bn»Ung Grean 
CENTRE DRUG SPECIAL 
££ Reg.    fip 
IT   Ultra-Ban 5000 Spray Deod. 14 oz.      2.49    1.45 
||P  Miss Breck Hair Spray 13 oz. 
jjP Schick Plus Plat. Inj. Blades 15s 
ftO Clairol Long & Silky 8 oz. 
J»A Swedish Tanning Secret Lotion 2 oz. 





The Corner of N. MAIN and E. WOOSTER 
vssM<<y.w&y? 
(LIMITED SELECTION) 
RCA TAPE & RECORD 
SPECIAL 
Tapes From Classical To Rock 3.00 
LP Records 2.00 
All Other List Records @ 5.98 Now 3.70 
ROCK and SHOP 
11 A.M.-9 P.M. 
434 EAST WOOSTER. DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING 
We've Let It All Hang Out, 
For You! 









•All of it! 
105 S. MMN ST. - DOWNTOWN BG  OPEN T0MTE til 9 P.M. 
_! 
16/THrj SO Ntwi, Thundoy, July 20, 1973 
-STANVM . 
STADsJM PU/J SHOPPMC CIMTU tooling Creen. Ohw 
1 Wooster St It 1-75 Opposite BCSU football Stadium 
NOW YOU CAN     GET READY 
FLY TO SWING 
WITH THEM WITH 
rjjpaw- ini 
ituingin'     ^r,ff Swinijin 







:OMING SOON COMING SOON 
WHEN IT IS TOO TOUGH FOR YOU 
ITS JUST RIGHT FOR US. 
352-5518 
any major or minor 
VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR! 
IMPORTS INN 
IMPORTED CAR SPECIALISTS-FOREIGN REPAIR 
13284 Bishop ltd    BG. turn left off N. Dixie Hwy. 
OpenMon - Fri. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.. Sat. It a.m. -Sp.m. 
THE REVOLT 




20li Century (oi presents 
an ARFHUR P J4C06S Ptoduclmn 
CONQU(S!uTlhtrlWI»lr(iKS 
Starring R000V McOOWlll jnrj DON MURRAY 
and RtCABOO HONIALBAN as rVimaxlo 
Produced by U>J>C Produclons D>ecled by J tit IHOUPSON 
Wrrtten byMUl (KHN Based on Characters Created by PrtRRf BOUUC 
IODOA0 35*CaORBYKlU«- p<j .3*.. 
HELD OVER — 2nd GREAT WFFK 
EW     7 10 9 30   SAItSUN    2 30430710930 
Now you can see 
'Hie Graduate" again 
or for the first time. 
JOSEPH E. IEVINE ACADEMY AWARD 
MtKE NtCMOLSLAWBENCE TURMAN ' WINNER 
~-T_ aitT DrMOTOO 
THE BRADUATE ™. —-n 
urn mam DWTIN NOFFMAN  KATHARINE ROSS 
CA1J)E«WILLINGHAM.-BUCKHENF?Y F%UL SIMON 
SlliK)N.-GARFUNKa  LAWRENCE TURMAN 
MR£ NICHOLS itCMNiccKc* PANAVTSION 
Where "WILLARD" ended... 
mem 
begins. 
And this time, he's not alone! 
at 11:45 
• Keeps you hanging on 
I the edge of your seat! 
ONA 
CHAII 
The blazing bieak - up 




By A. Mark Scbeerer 
BG Newi Correiponden t 
Some random observations made 
during the week of the Democratic 
National Convention in Miami Beach... 
The most "disruptive elements" 
present in Miami Beach last week were 
the omnipresent US. Army "Puey" 
helicopters circling low over the con- 
vention hall. Flamingo Park and every- 
where a candidate's car went 
The loud "whap whap" of the rotors 
annoyed local residents and visiting 
protestors alike, the latter registering 
their discontent with graphic gestures 
whenever a chopper hovered low over- 
h6ad
 *** 
Present at every rally and protest 
were scores of Jesus people, from self- 
styled evangelist shouters to young, 
suedeclad "Jesus freaks" lugging 
around a large cross and pointing sky- 
ward 
I was honestly surprised when Jesus 
Christ didn't receive a single vote for 
vice-president Thursday night. After 
all. Ralph Nader. Mao Tse Tung and 
even Richard Daley all did 
• •• 
Miami Beach police went to great 
lengths to accommodate protestors 
Parade permits were not required and 
traffic cops obligingly sealed off blocks 
of Washington Avenue in advance of the 
many marches. 
A squad car was even provided to 
lead the procession if a dissident group 
so desired Crafty Police Chief Rocky 
Pomerancc nearly stole the spotlight 
Irom the demonstrators, as much by 
his foresight and levelheadedness as 
by his 2611-pound frame 
Reporters, photographers, camera- 
men and technicians far outnumbered 
the delegates. Of the media, the three 
networks, of course, went to the 
greatest expense to cover the con- 
vention. CBS alone had a staff of over 
500, thirty cameras and seventy miles 
of cable laid in and around the hall and 
the Miami area. 
A not uncommon sight in the parti- 
tioned press work area adjacent to the 
hall were correspondents of the largest 
daily papers gathered around a TV set 
intently watching Walter Cronkite 
• •* 
I followed five yards behind the plain- 
clothes convention security guard who. 
in turn, followed five yards behind a 
shady-looking, long-haired fellow 
dressed in black, wearing sunglasses 
and sporting a wide-brimmed black hat 
like the caricatures of 1930s bomb- 
toting anarchists used to wear 
The three of us wound our way 
through the crowd in the lobby of the 
convention hall until we reached the 
main gate to the floor There the 
mysterious character passed the hired 
uniformed guards and went out onto the 
convention floor 
The security agent stopped and spoke 
into his walkie-talkie Affirmative 
Subject entering hall through Gate 
One" I asked him, "Who was that 
guy?" The agent shrugged. I dunno 
The Shadow, maybe'''' A uniformed 
guard offered.   Pierre Salinger''" 
• *• 
Most Popular Slogan "Take the rich 
off welfare." Both delegates and non 
delegates wore buttons with this senti- 
ment Farthest-Out Slogan: A toss up 
between    the   Zippies    chant-"Free 
Arthur Bremer'Give him another 
chance!" and a sign carried by a 71- 
year-old woman in Flamingo Park- 
Free the Rosenbergs' Fastest- 
Selling Bumpersticker: "Free Martha 
Mitchell." 
*#¥ 
A lot was made of the changes in the 
Democratic party since 1968 One oft- 
repeated boast was that those left on 
the outside in 1968 were now on the in- 
side this year This certainly seemed 
true 
In fact, two "outsiders" eventually 
indicted by a federal grand jury for 
their actions in the streets of Chicago 
spent nearly every night on the con- 
vention floor itself last week 
Jerry Rubin and Abbie I'offman. dis- 
playing press credentials from Mad 
Magazine and Popular Mechanics 
respectively, basked in the glare of the 
TV lights, amid gulps of surprise 
from old-line party regulars "They're 
smoking grass over in the New Jersey 
delegation." said Rubin gleefully 
*¥* 
Tuesday night at the concession stand 
in the lobby, a woman was selling 
rubber stamps which could be made to 
reproduce "any photo, including your 
favorite snapshot " A stamp with the 
likeness of George McGovern was 
selling briskly 
I asked her if she had had them made 
up since the night before when Mc- 
Govern had won the California dele- 
gates, clinching the nomination "Oh 
no." she replied "I've had these made 
up right from the start''' 
She looked puzzled when 1 laughed, so 
1 explained that I thought she might 




1 Certain opening., 
6 Son of Jacob. 
9 City in Turkey. 
13 Man. 
14 Duly. 
16 Far animal. 
17 Schoolboy', 
error. 
18 Part of Texas. 
20 Ancestry. 
22 11th cen. date. 
23 Move  .lowly. 
24 Dwell.. 
26 Coeor o" , 
Idaho. 
28 Sermon .abject. 
2° Immaturity. 
31  Member of the 
family. 
34 Subwaylte. 




40 Go by plane. 
41 Green rolorlne 
matter of plant.. 
46 Slain. 
47 Unclouded. 
48 Part, of yard.. 
50  down 
(moderated). 
51 Reg. 
55 Month: Abbr. 
S7 Verboten. 
59 Not .0 fre.h. 
60 Acrobat', .tunt. 
63 Clly in Portugal. 
64 Inter  
65 Italian wine 
center. 
66 Fa.ten  again. 
67 Suspended. 
68 Red or White 
69 Smooth. 
Copr. '72 Gen'l t'e.iuici Corp. 
DOWN 
1 Name of a itage 
family. 
2 Love very much. 
3 N. African city. 
4 Judicial writ. 
5 Long ttepa. 
6 Initial, dating 
from 1880. 
7 Hue was its capital. 
8 Style of furni- 
ture: 2 wordi. 
9 Nautical 
monogram. 
10 Deacriblng some 
II bird.. 
11 Famou. Scottle. 
12 I live   up 
(help): 2 wordi. 
15 National park in 
Tennea.ee. 
19 Oat genai. 
21 Beaide. 
55 Game fish: 
2 words. 
27 Dog in "Peter 
Pen." 
30 Spooky. 




33 Means of con- 
veyance: 2 
words. 
35 Timber tree. 
36 Anonymom 
Richard. 
38 Matador's foe. 
42 Leases. 
43 — time: 8 
words. 
44 Camera part. 
45 Mail. 
49 Go place*. 
52 Escape. 
53 Eagle's nest. 
54 Skin from which 








61 Well-known U.N. 
name. 
62 Fort in NJ. 
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CAMPl's CALENDAR 
Thursday Julv 20.1972 
Watermelon cutting at Sterling Farm across Irom Student 
Se r\ ices Bldg Free 3pm II rains car*,filed 
The Karate Club will meet Thursday. and Tuesday July 26. 
Irom 7-9 pm in 3IS I'mversity I 'all 
Custom hit 69 mobile home 
with living room expando 
Mam extras, lurn Exc 
cond IM 7 MO new asking 
4 800 Fman avail Ptt 352- 
6S73 
Tammy July 25 IJT72 
I'AO will sponsor a trip to I'uron Playhouse to see Painl 
Your Wagon Interested persons rail 372-29SI by Friday 
afternoon 
Wednesdav  July 2* 1972 
1972 Vindale I2xh3 2 bdrms 
liv extension bdrm walk 
abav carpeted, washer 
dryer, dishwasher, disposal 
10x6 ihed. skirted on pretty 
lot. 20 mm Irom iu.si 
Turnpike, and Toledo Lot 47. 
The Ranch B33-49M 
Married couple husband ret 
to schl . desires to rent sml 
house or apt ben la" Pre- 
fer outside BG Excellent 
references cat. no children 
Write Daniel I'ogan *u-. 
Spruce St Boulder Colo- 
rado 80302 
Attention Greeks'! r'elp 
needed lor pre-registration 
Call now. 440 Student Serv- 
ices 2 2161 
RIDES 
Need 4 F lor new lurn de- 
luxe apt 166 ea per mo 
near campus 3S2-078S days 
364-91II even 
Ride needed to Warren or 
East Friday and or return 
Sunday  Fred 362-6460 
Polpuurri-Documentarv films   116 
Free 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
19Mi Yamaha • 260 ci. re- 
built tuned, new brake 
ireari SMS College 
Must sell 1967 Corvair con- 
vert Blue with white lop. 
excel running cond Body- 
fair new tires L battery NY 
State inspected May 72 S350 
or best olfer 372 3396 
George 
Student rms lor 2 M 2nd 
session. F W qtrs 's blk 
Irom campus 141 Troupe. 
362-9117. Mrs Shaddix 
Female needed to share apt 
Own b-room $66 per mo 
Call 3644 IK 
Need riders to San Francis- 
co Leave2ndwk August F 
Jackson 372-2461. 362-7317 
LOST* FOUND 
Roommate NOW August 114 
wk Pool-Greenview Apt* • 
Trans   if  needed   Call  362 
0185 alter 5 pm 
I'ELP WANTED 
Experienced drummer 
wanted for established rock 
group with solid bookings 
Vocals preferred but not nec- 
essary. For further details 
call 363-4762 or write '.Jake 
McCabe.265CnmSl    BG 
Stolen from Fine Arts Build 
mg July 6 - 4x3 abstract 
painting Mostly blue green 
and vellow Name P Gallant 
is written on wooden 
stretcher in back Anyone 
seeing this panting please 
contact Campus Safety - Re 
) 
Thur«i«y,VriyM, 1972, ThatO Hawi/P.^. 7 
'-" **, 
X V- \ \ \ ^ v 
V      \ \ \ 7 V X 
\ 
TTlI CITY 0» MIAMI WSACM 
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Clockwise from top left 
The   ticket    -   Senators 
Eagleton and McUovern 
South Dakota delegate and 
friend 
Boater expresses woman's 
sentiments 
"Make no mistake about 
that..." 
3     a.m.     Wednesday 
morning 
"Non-delegates''     collect 
overtime pay 
Cyclone fence underscores 
stringent security measures 
Convention 72 
~~~^^^^^^*        ^^ 
Newsphotos 
by 
% Michael Feldman 
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Perhaps i( is time that Major League Baseball take another 
look at its All-Star voting I am inclined to believe that a change 
is in order 
Today's balloting is done by the fans, an attempt to get them 
more involved with baseball, and is intended as a hypo lor a 
supposedly dying sport 
This was tried before, but in the late 50s, Cincinnati fans 
were  found  guilty  of  stuffing the  ballot   boxes   A   Reds- 
dominated team took the field against the American League All 
Stars 
The Commissioner of baseball was forced to come up with a 
solution, and this was accomplished by returning the vote to the 
players themselves All players voted, the only restriction was 
that they could not cast votes for their teammates 
Who would know the players better than those who are up 
against them every day? 
Successful as the procedure was. two years ago the voting re- 
turned to the public. In an attempt to solve some problems, the 
ballot is of the punch card variety, so quick results can be tabu- 
lated 
Alongside each player's name is a punch hole All the Ian 
needs to do is punch out one player for each position and three 
outfielders But even here troubles abound 
For one thing the ballots must be printed well in advance of 
the baseball season. Some players who appear on the list are no 
longer in the majors, some are injured, and some are playing 
new positions 
An outstanding rookie has very little chance of making the 
starting line-up True, there is a space for write-in votes, but the 
average fan just doesn't take the time to do this 
An example of this was Atlanta's Ralph Garr last season Not 
on the ballot. Garr led the National League in batting for most 
of the year. Though he received much publicity, his bid for a 
starting position failed 
Another bad point is the fact that people are voting for both 
leagues I can't believe that many fans are familiar enough with 
EVERY team in baseball, to cast a truly lair ballot. 
Last year Luis Aparicio, a well known veteran, was the AL's 
starting shortstop—even though he had a batting average below 
the 200 mark. Fans had just become aware ol his name. 
This year is no different, many very deserving individuals will 
be left off both squads 
Of the top seven hitting outfielders in the National League, 
none will start in the clash at Atlanta Among the notable 
missing will be Cesar Cedeno {Houston) and Billy Williams 
iChicagol 
Chris Speier (San Francisco I has 10 times the home runs, 
twice the amount of runs batted in and is batting SO points 
higher than the All Si,ir shortstop. Don Kessinger (Chicago). 
Dave Kingman (San Francisco) has belted 21 homers, but Joe 
Torre will be the third baseman 
In the American League, none of the top six hitters will be 
taking the field against their opponents from the Senior circuit 
And they wonder why the National League has dominated the 
contest during the last decade'' 
When will Brooks Hobinson ever be replaced at third base? 
Once again at least three others have better credentials, but the 
name of the former Most Valuable Player is still magnetic as 
far as the fans are concerned. 
Back in the early 60's an experiment to play two all-star 
games was tried It proved unsuccesslul and the usual format 
was returned to Baseball almost made a fatal mistake earlier 
this year in dealing with the players strike The reaction of the 
public was very negative It can't afford too many more mis- 
takes 
1 myself enjoy the chance to pick the players and then com- 
pare it with the final balloting But let's face it. the game is fast 
becoming a farce 
I hope the vote returns to the players, where it belongs, belore 
it is too late 
Car Wash 
1000 S. MAIN 
 GULF  
gas 
15 gal. Free wash 
10 gal. .50 
5 gal. .75 
RAIN CHECK 
Haven House Manor 
1515E.Wooster 
NOW ACCEPTING LEASES FOR 
FOUR MAN GROUPS 
- NEW APARTMENTS 
- SELF CLEANING GAS GRILLS 
- SELF DEFROSTING REFRIGERATOR 
- INDOOR POOL PRIVILEGES 
-CABLE VISION 
- ONE AND A HALF BATHS 
-2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
-DESKS IN ROOMS 
-BOOK SHELVES IN BEDROOM 
-OFF STREET PARKING 
-CIRCULAR DRIVEWAY 
THESE APT. ARE VERY CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS ('/> BLOCK) AT 
$60 PER MONTH/PER/PERSON 
PREFERED PROPERTIES 
352-9378 or 352-7444 
Olympics...fond memories 
With Dave Wottle qualify- 
ing for this summer's 
Olympics, thoughts turn to 
the illustrious past the 
classic, which comes every 
four years, has had 
For Dr. Samuel Cooper, 
chairman of Bowling 
Green's health and physical 
education department, these 
thoughts are of the personal 
experience variety. 
Dr Cooper coached BG to 
MAC swimming titles six of 
the first seven years the 
Falcons were in the con- 
ference A former football 
captain at Oberlin College. 
Dr. Cooper was a member of 
•the Olympic delegation to 
Berlin. Germany. 
IN 1136 DR. Cooper was 
one of 28 men picked from 
colleges across the country 
to    perform    in    physical 
education demonstrations 
during the Games. The 
group showed sports which 
were unfamiliar to the 
Germans such as lacross. 
baseball, tumbling and 
basketball. 
"In my opinion the 1936 
games were the most spec- 
tacular and memorable of 
all," said Dr. Cooper. "Of 
course I'm prejudiced." 
The German invasion of 
Poland was to occur only 
three years later and as may 
be guessed, Adolph Hitler 
was present at the Olympics. 
"Hitler was very con- 
spicuous and was just a mag- 
netic personality to the 
German people who were 
filled with devotion for 
him." explained Dr. Cooper 
"People everywhere were 
taken in by him. so was I — 
only those with extreme in- 
sight were not." 
ACCORDING    TO    DR. 
Cooper, Hitler was always 
surrounded by a regiment of 
bodyguards, attired in 
striking uniforms. His every 
move was followed with adu- 
lation by all of the over 
100,000 fans in the stadium. 
Of course the most 
remembered aspect of the 
1936 Olympics was the snub 
or the non-snub of Jessie 
Owens by Hitler. Hitler had 
presumably hoped to use the 
games as a showcase of his 
Arian race, which was be- 
lieved to be superior to the 
United States and us squad 
of largely black athletes, in- 
cluding Owens. 
"I don't believe anyone at 
the stadium, with the excep- 
tion of the journalists were 
Winning is hard work 
Ry Vickie Speck 
Sportiwrlter 
What, would you dp if you 
wanted to write about Dave 
Wottle and he was on his 
honeymoon' Well being the 
fast thinker I am, I talked to 
his track coach, Mel Brodt. 
Coach Brodt told me a lot 
For example, did you know 
that two year ago Wottle was 
the only team member that 
didn't wear a hat? Now he is 
the only member wearing 
one 
Coach Brodt told me what 
a typical Dave Wottle day 
would consist of at school 
But this year it may be 
different since Wottle just 
got married last Sunday 
WOTTLE BEGINS his day 
running between 5 and 7 
miles before breakfast 
After he finishes his little 
jaunt, he goes to his classes. 
Wottle carries a full load of 
classes and has a very good 
academic record. 
After classes he goes to 
the track for the rest of his 
daily workout From around 
3:15 to 5:30 you would see 
him running 3 mile warm- 
ups, working on starts and 
finishes, doing exercises and 
after these he goes into the 
rest of his workout 
At about 5 30 he showers 
and heads for home, where 
he lives just like a normal 
person. He studies, sees his 
girl friend (now his wife), 
and does whatever he wants 
to do. 
So Dave Wottle's day is 
really no different than any- 
one else's on the track team. 
Except Dave Wottle is going 
to the Olympics. 
THANKS    TO ALL THAT CAME TO THE   JAM 
This is 
§on?etr?irj>Gj Different 
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PETIT TENDERLOIN 
With potato and your own salad citation fiom tht salad bar. 
CLUB STEAK 
i   Potato, and salad bat dasiits. 
11 a.m. -1 a.m. Weekends        11 a.m. -12 





DON'T MISS THE BIG ONE! 
Falcons vs. Purdue 
PURDUE'S ROSS-ADE STADIUM - CAPACITY: 69,200 
Site Of The Falcons vs. Boilermakers Clash 
Sept. 16,1972   1:30 P.M. CDT 
Rp on hand in Lafayette. Ind. when BGSU's Fighting Falcons face Purdue's Boiler 
makers Order tickets NOW while good seats are still available! (Use the handy 
coupon below.) 
AI I SEATS FOR THIS GAME ARE RESERVED. PRICED AT $6.00 EACH. (No 
general admission or student tickets available.) Organize your group NOW and join 
RG's largest football migration ever! 
NOTE RGSU students should purchase their home game tickets beginning Sept. 
27 in Memorial Hall Reserved seats for home games may be ordered below. For 
furthei information, phone the Stadium Ticket Office (372-2401). 
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really aware of any snub." 
revealed Dr. Cooper. "I've 
talked to Jessie himself, and 
only after all these years of 
having the thought instilled 
in him does he tend to be- 
lieve it, and in fact he still 
isn't completely sure." 
Dr. Cooper felt that Hitler 
had just got up to leave at a 
very poor moment. He also 
compared the feeling of the 
German people toward the 
Americans to a partisan 
home crowd at an Ohio State 
football game, without a 
doubt the home team is the 
sentimental favorite. 
ANOTHER INTER- 
ESTING point brought out 
by Dr. Cooper was the little 
known fact that Germany 
tended to feel snubbed by an 
action of the United States. 
As all the nations pass the 
grandstand in the opening 
procession, it is the custom 
that each lowers its flag in 
respect to the host nation. 
The U.S. doesn't believe in 
the lowering of its flag how- 
ever, and kept it erect in the 
ceremony. The German 
people felt this was a very 
arrogant move. 
Many people are of the 
opinion that the Olympics 
are no longer the big thing 
they were years ago. Dr. 
Cooper thinks nationalism, 
professionalism and com- 
mercialism are the leading 
reasons. 
"The spirit of the 
Olympics is being perverted 
a little bit. not just by us, but 
other countries too." 
reasoned Dr Cooper "They 
have definitely regressed for 
the worse." 
Well, regression or not, for 
Dr. Cooper, myself and 
many others, there is 
anxious anticipation of next 
month's sports spectacular. 
As a bonus of course, Dave 
Wottle will be in Munich, 
and is sure to return with 
many interesting stories of 
taw 1172 Olympics 
Dr. Sam Canpir 
. League 1 
1. Wackers" 4-0 
2 5th Floor Studs 3-1 
3 Squirts 2-2 
3 K'ardballers 2-2 
5 Studs 1-3 
6. Losers 0-4 
* League Champion 
League II 
1 ("habubbas 3-0 Coed League 
2 Turkeys 1-1 1 Fire-ups 2-0 
3 Chem Dept 2-2 l.OD's 2-0 
4 Vet Club 2-2 3 Off Staff 0-2 
5 Ecofreaks 1-2 3 Cl's 0-2 
6 Raiders 1-3 
There's a new feeling 
at Holiday Inn 
of Bowling Green. 
Lovaly Cindy Smith, vour dining hottni at Holiday Inn ot Bowling Grttn. 
(And our change in management is only part of h.) 
We've re-written the pop tune, "I saw 
you last night and got that old feeling." 
Our version goes. "See us sometime 
soon and get that new feeling." 
Because "that new feeling" abounds 
these days at Holiday Inn of Bowling 
Green. 
It's due partly to a change in owner- 
ship and management. We're commit- 
ted to your complete satisfaction — 
whether you dine with us. or visit our 
lounge, or whatever. 
"That new feeling" comes from dec- 
orating changes we've begun. Changes 
to renew our sparkle and sophistication; 
changes to make us the nicest place 
around. 
And the something-new that people 
sense is traceable also to some little 
changes already finished. Like our dim- 
mer for dinner. (We lower the lights to 
create a special mood.) Like fresh flow- 
ers on the tables. Like lovely piano 
music, nightly. 
These little changes combine with 
what some visitors classify as big: Our 
own. homemade bread and pastry. 
Before long, whv not visit us and get 
"that new feeling." You'll find "that old 
feeling" is gone forever. 
OF BOWLING GREEN 
IMOE.WoostsrSt. (362-5211) 
